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1. INTRODUCTION 

CONSIDER a dynamical process described by an n-dimensional system of nonlinear difference 
equations 

X - F(x,> + E,, 1+1 - t=O.....T-1, (14 

where x, is an n-dimensional column vector of state variables and E, is an n-dimensional column 
vector of unknown modelling errors, n 2 1. Observations on the state vectors are obtained in 
the nonlinear form 

Yf = W,) + 77r7 t=O,...,T, (lb) 

where y, is an m-dimensional column vector of observations and q, is an m-dimensional column 
vector of unknown observational errors, m 3 1. The modelling and observational errors are 
believed a priori to be close to zero, i.e. 

E, = 0, t=O,...,T-1; (lc) 

rl, = 0, t=O,...,T. (14 

The basic problem at hand is assumed to be the reconciliation of theory with observations. 
Specifically, at’ each time T the modeller must determine whether or not there exists any 
sequence of state vectors x0, . . . , XT which satisfies the theoretical specifications (1) in an 
acceptable approximate sense for the realized sequence of observation vectors y,, . . . yT. For 
simplicity, we suppose that the incompatibility of the theoretical specifications (1) with the 
observation vectors y,, . . . , yT is measured by minimizing a weighted sum of squared residual 
error terms of the form 

,i lY* - Wx1)12 + k +; Ix,+1 - +,)I2 (2) 

with respect to x0,. . . , XT, where k is a fixed positive scalar weight and 1 ) denotes the usual 
Euclidean norm. 

Minimization of the least-squares cost function (2) can be attempted in a variety of ways. 
In Sections 2 and 3, below, two algorithms are developed for the exact sequential minimization 
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of the cost function (2) as the duration of the process increases and additional observation 
vectors are obtained. The first algorithm proceeds via an imbedding on the process length and 
the final stare vector. The second algorithm proceeds via an imbedding on the process length 
and the final observation vector. Each algorithm generates optimal (least cost) filtered and 
smoothed state estimates, together with optimal one-step-ahead state predictions. 

Section 4 clarifies the relationship between the exact sequential filtering, smoothing, and 
prediction (FSP) procedures developed in Sections 2 and 3 and the exact sequential FSP 
procedure previously developed in Kalaba and Tesfatsion [l]. Briefly, the present procedures 
focus on the direct updating of the minimized least-squares cost function (2) as the duration 
of the process increases and additional observations are obtained. Apart from the basic 
requirement that a unique cost-minimizing solution (x,, . . . , xT) exists, the Section 2 FSP 
procedure imposes no restrictions on the state function F and the measurement function H, 
and the Section 3 FSP procedure requires only that n = m. In contrast, the exact sequential 
FSP procedure developed in [l] takes as its starting point the first-order necessary conditions 
for the minimization of (2), and assumes n = m = 1, F is differentiable, and H is the identity 
function. In Section 4 it is shown that the exact sequential FSP procedure developed in [l] is 
obtained as a corollary of the present procedures for suitably restricted F and H functions. 

In Section 5 the exact sequential FSP procedures developed in Sections 2 and 3 are compared 
with the Kalman-Bucy and extended Kalman filtering procedures. For linear dynamical 
processes (l), the optimal filter state estimates generated by the Section 2 and Section 3 
procedures are shown to be analogous in form to Kalman-Bucy filter state estimates. However, 
for nonlinear dynamical processes (l), the optimal filter state estimates generated by the 
Section 2 and Section 3 procedures are shown not to be analogous in form to extended Kalman 
filter state estimates. 

The final Section 6 discusses the extension of the Section 2 and Section 3 sequential FSP 
procedures to more generally specified dynamical processes (1) and incompatibility measures 
(2). Also, the basic conceptual Idea underlying the paper-using a cost-of-estimation function 
to measure the incompatibility of all theoretical model specifications with observed data 
simultaneously-is elaborated. In particular, it is shown how stochastic restrictions on error 
terms might be incorporated into the cost function in addition to dynamical and observational 
constraints. 

As a historical note. the idea of forming a cost-of-estimation function as a suitably weighted 
sum of squared observational and dynamical modelling errors was stressed by Sridhar, Bellman, 
and other associates in a series of studies ([2-4]) focusing on a class of continuous-time 
nonlinear filtering problems arising in rigid body dynamics. The calculus of variations was 
originally applied to obtain minimal cost solutions. However, emphasis soon shifted to sequen- 
tial solutions, and use was made of parallel ideas developed in the theory of invariant imbedding 
for obtaining solutions of nonlinear two-point boundary value problems as functions of interval 
length and boundary condition parameters. Since the resulting sequential filtering equations 
were typically difficult to implement, Sridhar proposed a quadratic approximation technique 
for solving these equations. Subsequently, Sugisaka and Sagara [5] showed that significant 
improvements could be obtained using higher-order approximations. 

Building on this work, Kalaba and Tesfatsion [l] obtain exact sequential filtering equations 
for a nonlinear two-point boundary value problem associated with a scalar, discrete-time analog 
of the basic Sridhar continuous-time filtering problem. A subsequent paper [6] introduces a 
tabular method for the numerical solution of these filtering equations. A companion paper [7] 
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generalizes the results of [l] to a class of multidimensional discrete-time nonlinear estimation 
problems. 

In another series of studies ([&lo]), the direct updating of criterion functions (“criterion 
filtering”) is stressed as a conceptually and computationally attractive alternative to the 
updating of state probability distributions for certain classes of adaptive control problems. 
However, in contrast to the present paper, the criterion filters proposed in these studies are 
designed to generate (approximately) optimal controls while by-passing explicit state estimation 
altogether. 

2. EXACT SEQUENTIAL FSP WITH IMBEDDING ON TIME AND FINAL STATE 

In the present section it is shown how a sequence of auxiliary functions &(x,), @,(xZ), . _ . 
can be associated with any filtering, smoothing, and prediction problem characterized by the 
model equations (1) and the least-squares cost function (2). For each r 3 0, the auxiliary 
function $,(x,+,) measures the cost of the estimation process as a function of the process 
duration time r and the state estimate x,,, for time t + 1. The derivation of the auxiliary 
functions &, . . . , c#+__~ for times 0 through T - 1 yields, as a by-product, an optimal (least 
cost) filter estimate for the state vector x r, optimal smoothed estimates for the state vectors 
x0,, . * . ,XT-1, and an optimal one-step-ahead prediction for the state vector xr+ I. 

Let C,_,(xo,. . . , x,) denote the cost of the estimation process starting at time 0 and extending 
through time t - 1, conditioned on the state estimates x0,. . . ,x,. Thus, 

r-1 1-l 

c,-,(x0,. . . 7 XJ = 3xio IYS - ~w12 + k sso Ix,+1 - e412 (3) 

for t 5 1. Also, let @,_ r(x,) denote the smallest cost of the estimation process starting at time 
0 and extending through time t - 1, conditioned on the state estimate x,. Thus, 

@,-1(x,) = inf C,_i(xO,. . . ,x,) (4) X( ,.... .X,-I 

for f 2 1. 
By construction, each cost function C,_, in (3) is bounded below over its domain R”t’+‘]. It 

follows from the principle of iterated infima [ll, p. 421 that the functions @,- , in (4) satisfy 
the recurrence relation 

@J-x,+ 1) = i;f {ly, - Wx,)12 + %+I - W,)12 + #,-I (x,)1 (54 

for all x,+ 1 in R” and f 5 0, where the recurrence relation is initialized by defining 

@-1(x0) = 0 (5b) 

for all x,) in R”. Thus, the functions eo(x,), $,(x2), . . . are determined one after the other. In 
practice, a grid could be introduced for xi, x2,. . . , and the infima could be found by direct 
search. Alternatively, use might be made of the first-order necessary conditions associated 
with the successive minimizations. [See Section 4, below.] 

The recurrence relation (5) can be given a dynamic programming interpretation. The 
bracketed term on the right-hand side of (5a) gives the total cost of the estimation process at 
time f, conditioned on the state estimates x, and x,+ ,. This cost is decomposed into three parts. 
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The first part, (y, - H(x,)J’, denotes the penalty imposed if the time-r state estimate X, fails to 
satisfy the basic observational equations (lb) and (Id). The second part, klx,, , - F(x,)l”, 
denotes the penalty imposed if the time-r state estimate X, and the time-(t + 1) state estimate 
X r+ I fail to satisfy the basic dynamical equations (la) and (1~). The third part, $,- ,(xJ, denotes 
the minimum total penalty incurred over times 0 through f - 1 for all deviations from equations 
(l), given that the time-t state estimate is x,. Thus, @,(x,+ ,). the infimum of the bracketed term 
with respect to x,, yields the minimum total penalty incurred over times 0 through I for all 
deviations from equations (l), given the time-(t + 1) state estimate is x,, ,. 

Suppose the least-squares cost function (2) is minimized by a unique sequence of state 
vectors for each process length T 2 0. Then the following exact sequential procedure can be 
used to generate the minimizing value a( TI T) for the state vector xr at time T for each process 
length T 3 0. 

In storage at time T = 0 is the function @-,(x,,) = 0. A first observation vector y,, is obtained. 
The optimal filter estimate .f(OlO) for the state vector xg at time 0, based on the single 
observation vector y,,, is found by minimizing the expression 

with respect to x0. Formally. 

(7) 

In preparation for the next time 1, determine and store for each X, in R" the function value 

&t(xI) = minIly0 - ffh)l* +4x, - %>I* + ~-I(x~~)~. (8) 
XII 

In storage at time T 2 0 is the function $+_ ,(xr), defined for all xr in R”. An additional 
observation vector yr is obtained. The optimal filter estimate _?( TIT) for the state vector xr at 
time T. based on the observation vectors y,, . . . , yr, is then given by 

(9) 

In preparation for the next time T + 1, determine and store for each xr+, in R" the function 
value 

@r(Xr+i) = min{I~r - Wx~)l* + HxT+~ - WT)I* + @T-~(xTN. (10) XI 
It is easily established that (9) does yield the optimal (least cost) filter estimate for the time- 

T state vector xr. By assumption, the total cost of the estimation process at time T, conditioned 
on the state estimates x0, . . . , xT, is measured by the cost function (2). This cost function can 
equivalently be written as 

IY, - WxTv + CT-,(X0?. . . ,XT), (11) 

where the function CT-i is defined as in (3) for t = T. The simultaneous minimization of the 
cost function (2) with respect to the state vectors x0, . . . , xT thus yields 
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min [IYT - WXT)I~ + CT-I@CI,. . . ,x~)l 
XlJ,...JT 

= min lyr - H(_xr)12 + min CT_I(xO,. . . ,xr) 
xr [ X0.. .x T- 1 1 

= m”{lYr - Wxr)12 + GT-i(XT)JP (12) 

which is precisely the term in large square brackets in (9). 
The recurrence relation (10) can also be used to generate optimal smoothed state estimates. 

For example, consider the problem of obtaining the optimal smoothed estimate for the time- 
T state vector xr as the length of the process increases from T to T + 1 and an additional 
observation vector yr+ 1 is obtained. In preparation for time T + 1, the function value &(xr+ i) 
in (10) is calculated and stored for each xr+i in R”. As a by-product of this calculation, one 
obtains the minimizing xr as a function of xr+i. Suppose this functional relationship is also 
stored. Let this functional relationship be denoted by 

xr = Sr(xr+i). (13) 

From (9), the optimal filter estimate i(T + 1jT + 1) for the state vector xr+, at time T + 1 is 
given by 

R(T+ l/T+ I) = arg [ min{lYr+, - WxT+1)12 + $JT(XT+I )I]. (14) 
xr+1 

As detailed in Section A.1 of the appendix, the optimal smoothed estimate for the time-T 
state vector xr, based on the observation vectors y,,, . . . , yr+, for times 0 through T + 1, is 
then given by 

R(TjT + 1) = S,(P(T + 1IT + 1)). (15) 

More generally, given any fixed time t, 0 =G t G T, the optimal smoothed estimate i(tlT + 1) 
for the time-f state vector x, based on the observation vectors y,, . . . , y,, , for times 0 through 
T + 1 is found as follows. In storage at time T + 1 are the previously calculated functions 

x, = Sr(x,+I); 

(16) 

XT = Sr(Xr+, ), 
together with the function #7(x r+,). The optimal filter estimate i(T + l(T + 1) for the state 
vector xr+, at time T + 1 is determined as in (14). The optimal smoothed estimate f(tlT + 1) 
for the state vector x, at time t is then found by solving equations (16) for x, in reverse order, 
starting from the initial condition XT+, = i( T + l/T + 1). 

Finally, the optimal one-step-ahead prediction i(T + 1jT) for the state vector xr+ , at time 
T + 1 based on the observation vectors yO,. . . ,yr for times 0 through T is determined as 
follows. Since no observation vector for time T + 1 is yet available, the selection of a predicted 
value for xr+, only incurs a cost if this predicted value deviates from the value generated 
directly through the dynamical equations (la) and (1~). By assumption, this cost takes the 
form 

IX r+ I - W(TIT))I’. (17) 
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Thus, the optimal one-step-ahead prediction for xr+, is given by 

Z(T+ l]T) = F(f(TjT)). (IS) 

3. EXACT SEQUENTIAL FSP WITH IMBEDDING ON TIME AND FINAL OBSERVATION 

In the present section it is shown how an alternate sequence of auxiliary functions ~&$,), 

1/)1(Pl)r . . . can be associated with any filtering, smoothing, and prediction problem char- 
acterized by the model equations (1) and the least-squares cost function (2) for the special 
case n = m. For each T 2 0, the auxiliary function &-(&) measures the cost of the estimation 
process as a function of the process duration time T and the parameterized time-T observation 
vector PT. As in the previous section, these auxiliary functions can be used to generate optimal 
(least cost) filtered and smoothed state estimates, together with optimal one-step-ahead state 
predictions. 

Let Jr&, . . . , xT, &) denote the cost of the estimation process starting at time 0 and 
extending through time T, conditioned on the state estimates x0, . . . , xT and the parameterized 
time-T observation vector Pr. Thus, 

T-l T-l 

JTh?... ?xT? PT) = ,To b, -H(x!>i* + IPT -+T)i* + k,Fu ik!+1 - @,)i2 (19a) 

for TS 1, with 

J&o. PO) = PO - Wo)12. W’b) 
Note that JT(x,,, . . , XT, &) reduces to the least-squares cost function (2) when & = yr. 

Also, let t/@r) denote the smallest cost of the estimation process starting at time 0 and 
extending through time T, conditioned on the time-T observation vector or. Thus, 

for TZ 0. 
Suppose n = m, and the 

X(l, . . . , XT for each pr in 
denoted by 

VT@T) E hf JT(xO?... ?xT,PT) (20) 
x,,.....x T 

infimum in (20) is achieved by a unique sequence of state vectors 
R" and T 2 0. Let this minimizing sequence of state vectors be 

x(O,PT, T),x(~,PT, T), . . . ,x(T,pT, T). (21) 

By construction, x(t, Pr, T) denotes the optimal estimate for the time-f state vector x, when 
the duration of the estimation process is T and the time-T observation vector takes on the 
Vahe PT, 0 S t C T. SUppOSe, in addition, that x( T, &, T) is a one-to-one onto function of Pr 
for each T 3 0. 

As detailed in Section A.2 of the appendix, it now follows by the principle of iterated infima 
[ll, p. 421 that the cost functions ?#T(/&) defined by (20) satisfy the recurrence relation 

WT+I@T+I)= ?F VT(PT) +~[BT-H(x(T~PT, T))I’[YT -PTI + (YT -6~1~ 

+ min #T+I - H(xT+,)i2 +'+T+, - F(x(T,PT, T))12)] (22) 
x7+1 
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for T 2 0, where the prime denotes transpose. Using (22), the following exact sequential 
procedure can be constructed for updating the optimal filter estimate a( TI T) for the time-T 
state vector xr as the length of the process increases from T to T + 1 and an additional 
observation vector yr,, is obtained. 

At time T = 0, calculate and store the function values x(0, PO, 0) and y&I,,) for each p,, in 
R". A first observation vector y,, is obtained. Output the optimal filter estimate for the state 
vector x0 at time 0, given by 

f(OlO) = x(0, yo 3 0). (23) 

At time T 2 0, in storage are the function values x(T, PT, T) and t&&Jr) for each fir in R". 
For each &+ 1 in R", calculate and store the function value r/~ r+ i(Pr+ ,) determined by the cost 
recurrence relation (22). As a by-product of this calculation, one obtains the minimizing PT. as 
a function of /IT+, . Let this functional relationship be denoted by 

PT =RT(PT+I)* (24) 

For each &+ 1 in R", calculate and store the optimal estimate x( T + 1, &+ 1, T + 1) for xT+ , 

as a function of &+ i, found by solving the inner minimization with respect to xT+i in (22) 
after setting pr equal to R&3T+I). An additional observation vector yr+, is now obtained. 
Output the optimal filter estimate for the state vector XT+ 1 at time T + 1, given by 

Z(T+ l/T+ 1) =x(T+ l,yT+l,T+ 1). (25) 

Optimal smoothed state estimates can be derived as a direct by-product of this algorithm. 
For example, consider the problem of obtaining the optimal smoothed estimate for the time- 
T state vector xr as the duration of the process increases from T to T + 1 and an additional 
observation vector is obtained. As previously noted, in storage at time T is the function value 
x(T, @T, T) for each Pr in R". In preparation for time T + 1, the function value t+!!r+ i(&+ ,) in 
(22) is calculated and stored for each /IT+, in R". As a by-product of this calculation, one 
obtains the minimizing /?r as a function RAPT+,) of Pr+i. An additional observation vector 
yr+, is obtained. Then, as shown in Section A.2 of the appendix, the optimal smoothed 
estimate a( TI T + 1) for the time-T state Vector xr based on the observation vectors y,,, . . . , y,, , 
for times 0 through T + 1 is given by 

where 

R(TjT+ l)=x(T&, T), (26a) 

More generally, given any fixed time t satisfying 0 < t s T, the optimal smoothed estimate 
for the time-t state vector x, based on the observation vectors yo, . . . , yT+, for times 0 through 
T + 1 is found as follows. In storage at time T + 1 are the functions 

Pr = WA+,); 

(27) 

f'T=R~(6T+I)~ 

calculated over the previous times t through T. Also in storage at time T + 1 is the function 
value x(t, Pt, t) for each /!I, in R", calculated at time t. An additional observation vector yr+ 1 is 
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obtained. Let j?, denote the value determined for p, by solving equations (27) in reverse order. 
starting from the initial condition p r+, = yr+ ,. The optimal smoothed estimate f(tlT + 1) for 
the time-t state vector X, based on the observation vectors y,, . . . , yr+, is then given by 

P(rlT + 1) = ~(t, fit, t). (28) 

Finally, as in the previous section, the optimal one-step-ahead prediction _i?( T + 11 T) for the 
state vector xr+ , at time T + 1 based on the observation vectors y,. . . . , yr for times 0 through 
T is given by 

i(T + 1lT) = F(a(TIT)). (29) 

4. RELATIONSHIP TO PREVIOUS RESULTS 

The present section clarifies the relationship between the exact sequential FSP procedures 
developed in Sections 2 and 3 and the exact sequential FSP procedure previously developed 
in Kalaba and Tesfatsion [l] and numerically tested in Kalaba, Spingarn, and Tesfatsion [6]. 

The previous paper [l] investigates a special scalar case of the FSP problem outlined in 
Section 1; namely, the dynamical process (1) is assumed to be one-dimensional (n = m = l), 
the state function F is assumed to have a well-defined nonvanishing derivative at each point 
along the optimal (least cost) state sequence, and the measurement function H is assumed to 
be the identity function. The minimization of the least-squares cost function (2) is considered 
for an arbitrary process length T 5 0. The Euler-Lagrange first-order necessary conditions for 
this minimization problem are represented as a two-point boundary value problem. The two- 
point boundary value problem is then converted into an initial value problem via an imbedding 
on the process duration time T and the time-T observation yr. Optimal filtered and smoothed 
state estimates are obtained as a direct by-product in the course of solving this initial value 
problem. 

The sequential FSP procedures developed in Sections 2 and 3 for general dynamical processes 
(1) do not require F to be differentiable or H to be the identity function, and only the Section 
3 procedure requires n = m. Suppose, however, that n = m 2 1, that F is twice continuously 
differentiable, and that H(z) = z for each z in RR. Then, given certain additional regularity 
conditions, the fo!lowing relationships can be established: (A) The first-order necessary 
conditions for the sequence of minimizations required by the Section 2 FSP procedure yield, 
in vector form, the two-point boundary value problem investigated in [l, pp. 114511461; and 
(B) the first-order necessary conditions for the sequence of minimizations required by the 
Section 3 FSP procedure yield, in vector form, the initial value problem obtained in [l, pp. 
1146-11481. 

4.1. Derivation of relationship (A) 
Consider a dynamical process (1) with dimension n = m = 1, differentiable state function F, 

and measurement function H given by H(z) = z for each z in R. Let (a,, . . . ,a,) denote a 
state sequence which minimizes the least-squares cost function (2) for this process. As 
established in [l, (8), p. 11451, the first-order necessary conditions which must be satisfied 
by this minimizing state sequence have the following two-point boundary value problem 
representation: 

0 = 2[f, - y,] - [dF(_$)/dw]fi,+, + Pr, t = 0,. . . , T - 1; (304 
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0 =il+, - F(f,) - [1/(2/c)]@,+, , t = 0,. . . , T - 1; (30b) 

0 =po; (3Oc) 

y, =Rr + WwT~ (304 

where (PO,. . . . pT) denotes a vector of Lagrange multipliers. It will now be shown that 
equations (30) can be obtained, in vector form, from the first-order necessary conditions for 
the sequence of minimizations required by the Section 2 FSP procedure. 

Consider a dynamical process (1) with dimension n = m 2 1, and with H(z) = z for all z in 
R”. Let (&, . . . , _fT) denote a state vector sequence which minimizes the least-squares cost 
function (2) for this process. For any t = 0,. . . , T - 1, consider the cost function C,(x. x,, ,) 
defined as in (3) with x = (x0. . . . ,x,). By definition (4), 

@AX,+,) = infC,(x,x,+,) (31) 
X 

for each x,, , in R". Suppose the state function F is twice continuously differentiable at each 
point R,, t = 0, . . . , T - 1, so that C, is twice continuously differentiable at (R, i,+ ,), where 
i = (&,, . . . ) a,). By assumption, the infimum in (31) is achieved by the vector i when x,, , = 

%+,3 hence, 

K,(& &+,)/ax = 0’. (32) 

Finally, suppose the Hessian matrix of C, with respect to x is nonsingular at (P, P,, ,). 
It now follows immediately from the envelope theorem [12, p. 1601 that 

W,(%+r)l%+1 = GWR,+r)l%+, 

= 2k[i,+r - ZQ,)] (33) 

fort=O,...,T-l.Define 

P,+1 = bw,(~,+I)l%+ll’ 
= 2k[i,+r - F(f,)], t = 0,. . . , T - 1. (34) 

Recalling that e-r (x,,) = 0 for all x0 in R”, also define 

j& = [a$J_,(&))/ax,]’ = 0. (35) 

Equations (34) and (35) are the exact vector analogues of the equations (30b) and the 
initial boundary condition (30~) appearing in the two-point boundary value problem (30). In 
particular, the Lagrange multipliers fi, appearing in (30) are the derivatives of the cost functions 
$, appearing in the cost recurrence relation (5). 

By assumption. the time-r state vector R, satisfies the minimization with respect to R, required 
by the cost recurrence relation (5) when x,,, is set equal to _$+r, t = 0,. . . , T - 1. Consider 
the first-order necessary conditions for this sequence of minimizations: 

0’ = 2[2, - y,]’ - 2k[&+ * - F(i,)]‘[w(i,)/ax,] 

+E@,_,(i,)/ax,, t=O ,... ,T- 1. 

Substituting (34) and (35) into (36), and transposing, one obtains 

0 = 2[f, - y,] - [W(J,)/ax,]‘p,+, + P,, t = 0,. . . , T - 1. 

(36) 

(37) 
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Equations (37) are the exact vector analogue of the equations (30a) appearing in the two-point 
boundary value problem (30). 

Finally, by assumption, the time-T state vector ,fr satisfies the minimization problem (9). 
Consider the first-order necessary condition for this minimization: 

0’ = 2[ir - yr]’ + &#+r(&.)/ax, 

= 2[_?r - yr]’ + p;, (38) 

or 

Yr =Rr + ww,. (39) 

Equation (39) is the exact vector analogue of the terminal boundary condition (30d) appearing 
in the two-point boundary value problem (30). 

Thus, the first-order necessary conditions for the sequence of minimizations required by the 
Section 2 FSP procedure have generated, in vector form, all of the equations appearing in the 
two-point boundary value problem (30). 

4.2. Derivation of relationship (B) 
Suppose the time-Tobservation yT appearing in the scalar two-point boundary value problem 

(30) is replaced by an arbitrary parameter PT. in R. Let the state sequence (x,,, . . . . xT) which 
solves this parameterized problem be denoted by 

(X(0, PT, T), . . . ,x(7-, p7, T)). (40) 

For T = 0, set x(0, /3,,, 0) = /I$, for each /3,) in R. Finally, let the solution for the time-T state 
XT when PT = Yr be denoted by 

for T 2 0. 
R(TIT) = x(T,y,, T) (41) 

The following exact sequential procedure is established in [I] for updating the solution 
_k?( T/ T) for the time-T state xr as the duration of the process increases from T to T + 1 and an 
additional observation vector y,, , is obtained. 

At time T = 0, in storage is the function value x(0, p,,, 0) = ,!J,, for each p,, in R. A 
first observation y,, is obtained. Output the solution for the state x,, at time 0, given by 

Z(OlO) = x(0, y,,. 0) = y,,. 
At time T 2 0, in storage isx( T, PT, T) for each &in R, together with the time-Tobservation 

y,. For each PT in R. calculate and store: 

P T+I = F(x(T. PT. T)) + [(I + ~)/WWT,P,~ T))/W’[B, - YT]; (42) 

x(T+ ~.PT+, . T-t 1) = [k/(1 + k)lF(x(T,P,, 73) + [l/(1 + k)lP~+,. (43) 

An additional observation Yr+, is obtained. Output the solution for the state xr+, at time 
T-t 1, given by,f(T+ lIT+ l)=x(T+ l,yr+,,T+ 1). 

The /3 recurrence relation (42) and the state recurrence relation (43) constitute an initial 
value problem representation for the first-order necessary conditions for minimizing the least- 
squares cost function (2). given the special assumptions of [ 11. It will now be shown that these 
recurrence relations can both be obtained, in vector form, as by-products of the Section 3 FSP 
procedure. 
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Consider a dynamical process (1) with dimension n = m 3 1, and with H(z) = z for each z 
in R”. Suppose the time-T observation vector y, is replaced by an arbitrary vector /lr in R”. 
As in Section 3, equations (19) through (21), let J&X, /IT) denote the cost of the estimation 
process conditioned on the sequence of state estimates x = (x0, . . . , xT) and the parameterized 
observation vector Pr; and let the sequence of state estimates which minimizes this cost 
conditioned on pr be denoted by 

x(Pr) = (x(0, Pr, T), . . . , x(T, Pr, T)). (44) 

The cost recurrence relation (22) is obtained as in Section 3, with H(x~+ ,) set equal to xr+ I 
by assumption. Carrying out the inner minimization with respect to ~r+~ required by (22), it 
is easily verified that one obtains the exact vector analogue of the state recurrence relation 
(43). Substituting this state recurrence relation back into (22) then yields the reduced form 
cost recurrence relation 

Vr+r(Pr+*) = 7: ]Vr(Br) + 2W-,Pr, 0 - PTI’LPT _YTI + IPT _YTIZ 

+ w + k)llPr+* - F(WT PT? m*1. (45) 

Suppose the state function F is twice continuously differentiable. Then Jr is twice con- 
tinuously differentiable at (x(&), /3r), with 

&MWY /W/ax = 0’. (46) 

Suppose in addition that the Hessian matrix of Jr with respect to x is nonsingular at (.tQr), fir). 
It then follows by the implicit function theorem that each component of x(&) is continuously 
differentiable in a neighborhood of & 

The first-order necessary condition for the minimization with respect to Pr required by the 
cost recurrence relation (45) thus reduces, after some cancellation of terms, to 

0’ = WT(BT)lW + WT - YTl’[wb)lw + WT, PTV n - PTI’ 

+ 2[klU + k)l [Pr+ I - F(x(T PT~ O)l’[-aF(xU-, PT, T))/dx,l[ax(P~)/aP~I. 

(47) 

By the envelope theorem (12, p. 1601, 

aVr(Br)laPr = aJr(x(Pr), /W/V, = -2]x(7-. Pr. T) - Prl’. (48) 

Substituting (48) into (47), and transposing, the first-order necessary condition (47) further 
reduces to 

0 = wabG3wwT - YTI 

+ 2P/(l + k)l[ax(P,)/ap,l’[-aF(x(T, PT, O)/W’[Pr+, - F(x(T, PT~ U)l. 

(49) 
Finally, assuming 

det]WT, PT, r)laPrl + 0 and det[M(x(T, fir, r)/axr)] # 0, (50) 
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the first-order necessary condition (49) can equivalently be expressed as 

P T+I = F(x(T3 Pr, V> + [(I + Wl]~~(W. PT. ~>)/~.+I’-‘;& - YTl. (51) 

Equation (51) is the exact vector analogue of the /3 recurrence relation (42). Note. by 
construction, that equation (51) is an explicit irzuerse representation for the function &-= 
Rr@r+,) described in Section 3, equation (24). 

In summary, an exact vector analogue of the state recurrence relation (43) is obtained from 
the first-order necessary condition for the inner minimization with respect to sr+ , required by 
the basic Section 3 cost recurrence relation (22). Substituting this state recurrence relation 
back into (22) yields the reduced form cost recurrence relation (45). Given certain additional 
regularity conditions. the first-order necessary condition for the minimization with respect to 
/3r required by (45) then yields an exact vector analogue of the /j recurrence relation (42). 

5. RELATIONSHIP TO KALMAN-BUCY AND EXTENDED KALMAN FILTERING 

For explicit comparison of the present sequential filtering procedures with the Kalman-Bucy 
filtering procedure. suppose the dynamical process (1) takes the simple linear form 

x’l+I =Bx,+E,. t=O ,_.. .T- 1: (52a) 

‘I = s, + ?I,, t=O.. . . . T, (52b) 

where B is a nonsingular II x II matrix. The Kalman-Bucy filter estimate for the state vector 
sr+, at time T + 1 then takes the form 

P(T+ lIT+ 1) =x*(T+ 1jT) + Kr+,[~r+, -x:‘(T+ l/T)] 

= Bx*(T(T) + KT+, [yT+, - Bx”(TIT)] 

= [I- K,+,IBx*(TIT) + KT+,YT+I, (53) 
where the filter gain Kr+, is a function of the statistical characteristics assumed for the error 
terms. (See. e.g.. [13. pp. 120-1231.) 

On the other hand. for the special linear case (52). it can be shown that the optimal estimate 
x(T, PT. T) for the state vector xr at time T generated by the Section 3 sequential filtering 
procedure reduces to 

x(T, PT, T) = DrBr + Er (54a) 

for all /3r in R” and T 2 0, where 

D T+, =[l/(l +k)][k’BD,[kBBD,+(l+k)l]-‘B+f].TH: (54b) 

D,, = I, (54c) 

and ET is a certain time-dependent vector. In addition, equation (51) provides an explicit 
inverse representation for the function /?r = R&+,) appearing in (24). Thus, combining (51) 
and the vector analogue of (43) with (24) through (26), it can be shown that the optimal filter 
estimate for the state vector xr+ 1 at time T + 1 is given by 
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f(T-t llT+ 1) =x(T+ l,y,+,, T+ 1) 

= [k/(1 + k)lWT, ih, T) + [l/(1 + k)lyT+, 

= W/(1 + WWIT + 1) + P/U + k)lyT+l 

= [I - ~T.+,l~a-~YT~ T) + DT+IYT+, 

= [I- ~T+Il~wI~) + DT+IYr+, (554 

for T 2 0, with 

WW) = Yo. (55b) 

Comparing (53) with (55). it is clear for the linear case that the Kalman-Bucy filter state 
estimates have the same general structural form as the optimal filter state estimates generated 
by the Section 3 (equivalently, Section 2) sequential filtering procedure. 

However. for a dynamical process (52) with a nonlinear state function F(x,) in place of Bx,, 
the extended Kalman filter state estimates do not have the same general structural form as the 
optimal filter state estimates generated by the Section 3 procedure. 

The extended Kalman filter estimate for the state vector XT+, at time T + 1 takes the form 

x*(T+ l/T+ 1) =x*(T+ lIT)+NT+i[yr+, -x*(T+ IIT))] 

= W*(TIT)) + NT+~[Y~+, - F(x*(TIT))l 

= [I- h+J~(x*VIT)) + NT+IYT+,, (56) 

where the filter gain NT+, is a function of the statistical properties assumed for the error terms 
and the nominal state trajectory selected for the state function linearization. (See. e.g., [13. 
pp. 130-1321.) I n contrast, again combining (51) and the vector analogue of (43) with (24) 
through (26), it can be shown that the optimal filter estimate for the state vector or+, at time 
T + 1 generated by the Section 3 procedure takes the form 

i(T+ l/T+ 1) =x(T+ l,y,+,, T+ 1) 

= [k/(1 + k)lf’(x(T~ bn T)) + Ml + k)ly,+, 

= [k/U + k)lF(~(TIT+ 1)) + P/U + k)l> ,-+I. (57) 

Thus, a filtered estimate for xr appears in (56) as the state function argument, whereas a 
smoothed estimate for xr appears in (57) as the state function argument. 

Judging on the basis of (56) and (57), alone, the more complicated structure of the optimal 
filter (57) would seem to preclude the possibility of a sequential solution, one of the key 
attractions of the extended Kalman filter (56). However, as demonstrated in Section 3, this is 
not the case. 

6. GENERALIZATIONS 

The present paper develops two sequential FSP procedures for measuring the incompatibility 
of the theoretical dynamical process (1) with observations as the duration of the process 
increases and additional observations are obtained. For simplicity, incompatibility is measured 
in terms of the least-squares cost function (2). 
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The sequential FSP procedure developed in Section 2 permits the observation vectors y, in 
(1) to have arbitrary dimension m 2 1, and the state function Fto be nonlinear. It follows that 
parameter estimation problems can be handled by augmentation of the state vectors. The 
Section 3 FSP procedure also permits the state function F to be nonlinear, but requires n = 
m. Nevertheless, parameter estimation problems can be handled by state augmentation if in 
addition the observations on the state vectors are suitably augmented by prior information on 
the parameters, so that the augmented observation vectors have the same dimension as the 
augmented state vectors. Thus, the Section 2 and Section 3 FSP procedures can be used for 
both state and parameter estimation. 

Also, it is easily verified that the two sequential FSP procedures are formally valid for more 
general types of dynamical processes and for more general incompatibility measures. For 
example, the dynamical process (1) can be replaced by a more general dynamical process of 
the form: 

F,(x,+, ,x,) = E,, I = 0,. . . , T- 1; (58a) 

H,(y,,x,) =r],, r=o.. . . . T; (58b) 

E, ~0, r=O.. . . , T- 1; (-cl 

Ilr -0, r=O ,... ,T. (584 
The least-squares cost function (2) can be correspondingly generalized to 

,i V,(Wy,. ~1)) + ;i W,(W,+ I 7 x,1>. (59) 

where V,(H) and W,(F) are real-valued functions, strictly monotone increasing with respect 
to IHI and IFI, and satisfying V,(O) = 0 and W,(O) = 0. Of course, difficulties with nonexistent 
or multiple cost-minimizing solutions might limit the usefulness of such generalizations in 
practice. 

The present paper stresses sequential FSP procedures. Nevertheless, the basic conceptual 
idea underlying the paper concerns initial model design. It is proposed that a modeller form 
a cost function which imposes a penalty for any deviation away from his theoretical model 
specifications. whatever form these theoretical model specifications might take. As elaborated 
in Kalaba and Tesfatsion [7]. this basic conceptual idea can be applied to any model design 
problem for which the basic model specifications are representable as a system of equality and 
inequality constraints. In particular, stochastic restrictions on error terms can be incorporated 
into the cost function along with dynamical and observational model specifications. 

For example, a prior belief that the error terms E, are independent drawings from a 
distribution with zero mean and finite variance might be handled by replacing restriction (lc) 
with a restriction on the sample mean of E, of the form 

T-l 

[ I ,z E, /T=O. (60) 

The cost function (2) should then be modified to take into account the new model specification 
(60) together with the previous model specifications (la), (lb), and (Id). For example, the 
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modified cost function might take the form 

where kO, k,, and kz are positive scalar weights, normalized to sum to one. 
The cost function (61) is then minimized with respect to both the state variables (x0, . . . , xT) 

and the error variables (E”, . . . , tzT- 1). How this minimization is to be accomplished. whether 
by sequential or other methods, is a secondary issue. If all of the model specifications are 
correct, then, by the strong law of large numbers, the minimized value of this cost function 
will almost surely be close to zero for sufficiently large T. If some of the model specifications 
are not correct, it should be possible in principle to locate the misspecified equations by 
experimentation with the normalized weight factors. For example, if the value of (61) can only 
be brought close to zero when k, is relatively small in relation to kO and kz, the indication is 
that the dynamical equation (la) is misspecified. Although it is not possible to say with precision 
how small is small, one can at least make cost comparisons for competing model specifications. 
Once the basic plausibility of a model has been established, statistical techniques can be used 
to further refine estimates. 
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APPENDIX 

A. 1. Technical notes for Section 2 
In analogy to (12). the minimized time-( T + 1) least-squares cost function can be expressed as 

min {lyT+, - H(x,+,)l’ + @T(xT+~)} = lyrtl - ff(i(T+ lIT+ 1))I’ + e&T+ llT+ 1)). 
IT. I 

(A.l) 

By definition, the optimal smoothed estimate a(TIT + 1) for the state xr at time T conditioned on the observation 
vectors y,, , yr, l is the value of xr obtained when the time-( T + 1) least-squares cost function is minimized with 
respect to (x,,, , xT+ ,). Substituting (10) into (A.1). it is clear that a(TIT + 1) coincides with the xr which satisfies 
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(10) for xr+, = f(T+ l/T+ 1). By definition, the latter value is sr((a(T+ l]r+ 1)); hence, i(TIT+ 1) = 
S&(T+ 1IT + 1)) as asserted in (1.5). The extension to (16) is obtained by a simple backwards induction argument. 

A.2. Technical notes for Section 3 

It will first be shown that the cost recurrence relation (22) is valid. By construction. the function vfr((Br) defined by 
(20) is bounded below by 0 for all /3r in R” and T L 0. Thus, for any given /3r+, in R”. it follows by the principle of 
iterated infima (11, p. 421 that 

+ min (IPT+, - ff(x~+~)I’ + +T-, - w’)]. (A.3 IT+, 

By assumption, the function x(T, &, T) defined by (21) is a one-to-one and onto function of PT. Thus. introducing 
a change of variable from xr to /?r, (A.2) can equivalently be expressed as follows: 

+ ev,B,, T) - F(x,dj 

+ min MT+ I - wxT+,)r + eT+, - WT>B,, T)Y)]. (A.3) 
IT+, 

Also, the solution (xl,, , xT+ ,) to (A.2) is assumed to be unique; hence, the minimizing xr in (A.2) must also be 
unique. It follows that the minimizing /3r in (A.3) is unique. 

Now let the term lyr - H(x(T, /?r, T))i’ in (A.3) be equivalently expressed as 

IY, - NdT.P,. V)lZ 

= IYT - wo.P,. 77) + ST - BJ 

= I& - H(.dT. PT. T,)IZ 

Substituting (A.4) into (A.3). and recalling definition (loa). (A.3) reduces to 

+ min (IPT+, - H(xTL,)12 + klx,., - 
ITI, 

Finally, by definition of x(T. PT, T). 

111 
m~$_,Jr(x ,,.. .~~-,.x(T,/j~.T)./3~) 

=J,(x(O./1,.T) . . . . . X(T-l.IJT.T).x(T./jT.T).BT) 

= min JT(xO.. ,xT, ST) 
x0. .’ I 

- Y,T(BT). 

(A.5) 

(‘4.6) 
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Substituting (A.6) into (A.5), one obtains 

Wr+l(Br+l) = n$n [ VT(Br) + 211% - WT. &. T))l’[y, - &I + IY, - BTlz 

+ min (ISrtI - Wx,,,)l’ + klx,+, - F(x(T, PT. 7))1’)] . (A.7) 
‘r-1 

which is the desired recurrence relation (22). 
By construction, the smoothed estimate x(T, &_ ,, T + 1) for the time-T state xr conditioned on the observation 

vectors (y,,, , yT, ljT+ ,) is the minimizing value for x7 in (A.2). As in Section 3 (24). let RT(pTI ,) denote the unique 
value of Pr which satisfies the minimization in (A.7) for the given BT_, By the above arguments, it follows that the 
minimizing xT in (A.2) is given by x( T, R&+ ,), T); hence, 

x(T,BT+I.T+ l)=x(T.R,(Br+,)90 

In particular. letting fiT - RT(y,+ ,). 

P(TIT+l)=x(T,yT+,.T+ l)=x(T,/&T). 

as claimed in (26). 

(A.8) 

(A.9 

The extension to (28) then follows by a simple backwards induction argument. 


